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This research helps sourcing, procurement and vendor

management leaders evaluate SAP S/4HANA application service

providers’ capabilities associated with four key use cases:

assessment and planning, technical migration, business

transformation, and application management and evolution

services.

This Critical Capabilities is related to other research:

Magic Quadrant for SAP S/4HANA Application Services, Worldwide

View All Magic Quadrants and Critical Capabilities

Overview

Key Findings

Slower-than-expected S/4HANA adoption among current SAP ERP customers and

challenging business conditions due to pandemic-induced business slowdown have

prompted service providers to hone their services to align with the use cases

presented here.

■

Gartner estimates about 60% of net new SAP S/4HANA customers work with

providers in a “greenfield” capacity. Existing SAP customers, however, are more

actively pursuing “brownfield” or hybrid implementation services to expedite

deployment and reduce risks.

■

The cost of implementation together with resource attrition and talent shortages

presents challenges for clients as they engage providers for S/4HANA seeking

assessment, migration, transformation and support services.

■

https://www.gartner.com/explore/initiatives/overview/15954
https://www.gartner.com/document/4016047?ref=ddisp&refval=4016069
https://www.gartner.com/explore/magic-quadrant
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Recommendations

Sourcing, procurement and vendor management (SPVM) leaders sourcing services and

solutions for SAP S/4HANA application services should:

Strategic Planning Assumption
By 2025, less than 50% of the installed base of SAP Business Suite 7 will have migrated

into SAP S/4HANA as a full replacement of their old applications. 1

What You Need to Know
This Critical Capabilities research provides an additional and more granular view of

service provider capabilities than is provided in the core strengths, cautions and relative

positions included in the Magic Quadrant for SAP S/4HANA Application Services,

Worldwide.

Within this Critical Capabilities research, Gartner analysts evaluated service providers for

their ability to deliver discrete or ongoing services. These cover impact assessment and

planning, technical migration, business transformation, and application management and

evolution for clients worldwide (see Note 1), across SAP S/4HANA version 1610 (or later)

and any S/4HANA Cloud version.

Strengthen your knowledge of provider capabilities across use cases. Be

circumspect about your own specific service requirements and consider providers

with intellectual property (IP), such as tools, accelerators and industry solutions, that

will drive your desired outcomes.

■

Extend beyond S/4HANA skills when assessing provider capabilities. Evaluate

provider expertise associated with organizational change management and process

optimization together with acuity in relevant industry and functional domains.

■

Evaluate providers on their willingness to engage in outcome-specific services, to

contract with you in this capacity and potentially leverage commercial models that

involve provider revenue at risk.

■

https://www.gartner.com/document/code/754566?ref=authbody&refval=
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SPVM leaders can use the Magic Quadrant to understand the market, and then employ the

critical capabilities detailed in this research to further vet specific service providers against

relevant use cases. This point-in-time analysis of SAP S/4HANA application service

capabilities applies only to the 20 service providers that have met the inclusion criteria of

Gartner’s Magic Quadrant for SAP S/4HANA Application Services, Worldwide. As such,

providers that did not meet the inclusion criteria for the Magic Quadrant are not evaluated

in this document.

All service providers have been scored against seven critical capabilities that Gartner

deems leading factors that SPVM leaders need to consider when evaluating service

providers for the use cases identified. The seven capabilities are:

Each service provider is scored based on:

The capability scores are then used to position the service providers in four use cases.

Weightings ascribed to critical capabilities by Gartner analysts for each use case are

described in detail in the Critical Capabilities Definition section in this document. The four

use cases are:

Impact assessment and planning■

Technology enablement■

Industry and process expertise■

Organizational change management (OCM)■

Operational excellence■

Continuous improvement■

Business responsiveness■

The information the provider delivered as part of the Critical Capabilities research

process

■

Client feedback in Gartner Peer Insights■

Gartner analyst opinion based on market understanding and client needs■

Assessment and planning services■
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Users can use the interactive online version of this research to change the weighting of the

criteria in accordance with their individual service requirements. They can also use the

above critical capabilities and weighting to evaluate other providers (not included in this

research) that may align better in terms of culture, geography, industry experience or other

critical evaluation criteria.

Note that the Magic Quadrant for SAP S/4HANA Application Services, Worldwide reflects

a relative comparison between the service providers across the combined SAP S/4HANA

use cases. However, this Critical Capabilities document provides individual ratings for four

use cases per service provider, not a relative rating across the service providers.

Technical migration services■

Business transformation services■

Application management and evolution services■

https://www.gartner.com/document/code/733917?ref=authbody&refval=
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Analysis

Critical Capabilities Use-Case Graphics

Vendors’ Product Scores for Assessment and Planning Services Use Case

Source: Gartner (June 2022)
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Vendors’ Product Scores for Business Transformation Services Use Case

Source: Gartner (June 2022)
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Vendors’ Product Scores for Application Management and Evolution Services Use Case

Source: Gartner (June 2022)
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Vendors’ Product Scores for Technical Migration Services Use Case

Source: Gartner (June 2022)
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Vendors

Accenture

Since the last publication of this research, Accenture has seen headcount growth within

its global SAP S/4HANA practice of approximately 20% to 34,700 full-time equivalents

(FTEs). Accenture’s SAP S/4HANA geographic resource distribution is: North America

(NA), 8%; Latin America (LATAM), 3%; EMEA, 20%; and Asia/Pacific (APAC), 69%. The top

five industries (by number of reported projects) Accenture serves are consumer products,

utilities and energy, industrial machinery components, retail, and life sciences. Accenture

is a good fit for large global organizations seeking services across all use cases.

Assessment and planning services: Accenture reported the highest number of assessment

engagements during this period, and also ranks at the top of the cohort for this use case.

It leverages a suite of proprietary approaches and tools like Prime Value Chain, Process

Diagnostics and Journey Composer to provide a readiness assessment, multiscenario

business case, roadmap and implementation plan. Accenture’s S/4HANA practice size in

volume of FTE in APAC (notably, the highest headcount in Japan among its peers) is a

strong point for global and regional customers seeking breadth and depth of S/4HANA

skilled resources.

Technical migration services: Accenture has continuously refreshed its myConcerto

industry repositories in this capacity. It has introduced capabilities like myConcerto digital

delivery suite to accelerate delivery, reduce risk, improve delivery experience, and provide

an alignment across teams on common methods and plans with an integrated client

platform for delivery. Large, global, cross-industry clients should consider that Accenture’s

value proposition for migration services is underpinned by its top ranking for this use case

across the cohort.

Business transformation services: Accenture performs a relatively significant volume of

transformative work among vendors in this cohort. Leveraging its myConcerto capabilities

to build the foundation for business transformation, Accenture also places significant

emphasis on the importance of change management, which it closely manages and

tracks against key performance indicators (KPIs) with other project metrics through its

change management platform. Accenture contracts with revenue at risk represent 16% of

contracts, a lower proportion than most of its peers in this research.
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Application management and evolution services: Accenture focuses on continuous

innovation and improvement through its investments in industry-specific automation

across the S/4HANA management services stack. It has embedded mechanisms to

continuously improve performance measures and delivery against them. Investment in

tools and methods like myWizard and OPERA (operate, eradicate and automate) further

helps shift customers’ operations focus from “fix-on-fail” to a predictive and preventive

program of sustained improvement. Some customer feedback notes a difference in

knowledge and understanding of the business model between discrete project and

ongoing application management resources.

Atos

Since the last publication of this research, Atos has seen headcount growth within its

global SAP S/4HANA practice of approximately 30% to 5,800 FTEs. Atos’ SAP S/4HANA

geographic resource distribution is: NA, 3%; LATAM, 6%; EMEA, 31%; and APAC, 59%. The

top five industries (by number of reported projects) Atos serves are industrial machinery

and components, utilities and energy, consumer products, public sector, and automotive.

Atos is a good fit for small and midsize utilities and energy clients in the EMEA region

seeking technical migration or application management and evolution services.

Assessment services: This reporting period has been one of assessment-related

investments for Atos. Investment areas include its Quad-S/4 business assessment model

to provide consulting and advisory services for transformation focused on process

mining, strategy, architecture and ROI. Offered as a service management module, Atos has

also invested in its transformation strategy and roadmap solutions, including its Ready 4

S/4HANA and Cyber Security Maturity Assessment capabilities, representing cloud

modernization and security assessment capabilities, respectively.

Technical migration services: Within its Digital Platform for SAP, Atos offers a proprietary

data conversion hub and the Orchestrated Hybrid Cloud for SAP (OHC4SAP) cloud

migration solution that it co-created and developed with SAP. It has further developed Bare

Metal as a Service (BMaaS) for hyperscalers in conjunction with BullSequana solutions to

help mitigate business disruption while migrating to cloud. Atos is also investing in a

conversion center of excellence (COE), and its OneCloud offering for migration to Private

Cloud Edition (PCE). Smaller European utilities and energy customers might consider Atos

a viable option in this space.
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Business transformation services: Atos offers a transformation COE in Germany, and

includes tools within its Business Platform for RISE with SAP to drive outcome-based

transformations. Clients should note that Atos has not yet taken any RISE with SAP

solutions live, and it continues to develop its acuity for defining and delivering business

outcomes. Customer feedback indicates a desire for more guidance in leveraging system

capabilities.

Application management and evolution services: With presence in 42 countries and five

delivery centers, Atos has established a relative consistency of large enterprise customers

in its focus industries. This use case represents Atos’ strongest and is one of relative

stability with 7% growth during this reporting period. However, Atos considers traditional

application management as an area for optimization as opposed to continued growth and

aligns it with clients seeking staid “keep the lights on” service transformation needs of

customers.

Capgemini

Since the last publication of this research, Capgemini has seen headcount growth within

its global SAP S/4HANA practice of approximately 29% to 14,800 FTEs. SAP S/4HANA

geographic resource distribution is: NA, 8%; LATAM, 4%; EMEA, 23%; and APAC, 65%. The

top five industries (by number of reported projects) served by Capgemini are life sciences,

industrial machinery, automotive, consumer products and retail. Capgemini is a good fit

for mature global clients seeking technical migration, transformation and application

management services within its industry focus areas.

Assessment and planning services: Capgemini provides a holistic approach to

assessment services that is inclusive of client business ambition. Assessment capabilities

include both articulation of business improvements as well as identification of costs (both

human and IT costs) required to drive them. Capgemini’s Digital Global Enterprise Model

helps its clients determine the best potential operating model and relationships with both

Celonis and Signavio to drive process mining and identification of areas for process

improvements.

Technical migration services: Capgemini has an extensive set of solution and delivery

accelerators, including its SAP Qualified Accelerated Migration Factory (C-AMF),

DataPATH to manage and migrate data, and cloud migration tools. With the ability to

move to cloud for all hyperscalers, clients will find Capgemini’s value proposition for

technical migration to be compelling, as it is its strongest use case.
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Business transformation services: Capgemini has continued to invest in asset

development for its cross-industry transformation offerings. For example, its Digital Core

Transformation with SAP S/4HANA (DCwS4) offering includes development of

transformation simulations for the C-suite, benefit tracking (from assessment to run

services) innovation roadmap, and definition and execution of organizational change

management. While customer feedback cites flexibility and technical acuity, it also notes

that OCM and associated training material fall below expectations.

Application management and evolution services: Capgemini’s innovative approach to this

use case includes automation bots that identify and correct application management

failures, more than 300 artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) solutions to

improve performance, and an Intelligent Automation Platform for Applications (CIAP).

Capgemini generates the highest percentage of its revenue within this use case among its

peers in this research, and customers considering solutions inclusive of environmental,

social and governance requirements would benefit from partnering with this provider.

Cognizant

Since the last publication of this research, Cognizant has seen headcount growth within

its global SAP S/4HANA practice of approximately 114% to 7,800 FTEs. Cognizant’s SAP

S/4HANA geographic resource distribution is: NA, 9%; LATAM, 3%; EMEA, 11%; and APAC,

76%. The top five industries (by number of reported projects) served by Cognizant are life

sciences, engineering, construction and operations, consumer products, and high-tech.

Cognizant is a good fit for midsize and large enterprise clients with a global footprint

looking for application management and evolution services.

Assessment and planning services: During this reporting period, Cognizant has

undertaken assessment work leveraging its joint offering with Signavio, its cHAT (HANA

Assessment and Transformation framework) and an internal ecosystem of industry

consulting services. Cognizant notes more than 1,100 life sciences and more than 700

consumer products and retail industry experts. This maps to the two industries with which

Cognizant has engaged most frequently in an assessment capacity.

Technical migration services: Cognizant reports that technical migration engagements

undertaken include participation and partnership with both Amazon Web Services (AWS)

and Microsoft Azure and leverage industry practice solutions in its chosen industries.

Cognizant offers client leadership-level workshops to help articulate and communicate to

customers the business impact of migration-related changes. Customer feedback is

mixed for this use case about the degree to which technical teams are seen to drive

bottom-up innovation.
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Business transformation services: With higher investments over this reporting period,

Cognizant’s OCM capabilities are complementary to transformation activities and include

more than 300 dedicated change management practitioners, including acuity from

institutions like Prosci and ACMP. Oversight of project performance and SLA-based

performance management for both development and application value management are

underpinned by Mainspring and AppLens tools, respectively. Clients partnering for this use

case should consider the provider’s OCM capability to ensure adoption success.

Application management and evolution services: With continuous innovation to bring

higher client satisfaction, this is Cognizant’s highest-rated use case. Ongoing

improvements in this area include automation of approximately 4,800 alert rules

processed by Cognizant’s Automation Center working in conjunction with custom APIs.

Cognizant also offers chatbot functionality that reduces service desk workload and a

development factory approach to assist in enhancement prioritization. Clients engaging

the provider in this use case should ensure the automation tools are included in their

service delivery contract.

delaware

Since the last publication of this research, delaware has seen headcount growth within its

global SAP S/4HANA practice of approximately 18% to 2,000 FTEs. Delaware’s SAP

S/4HANA geographic resource distribution is approximately NA, 7%; LATAM, 6%; EMEA,

64%; and APAC, 22%. The top five industries (by number of reported projects) served by

delaware are consumer products, industrial machinery and components, retail, life

sciences, and professional services. Small clients in these industries seeking assessment

services may find delaware a good fit.

Assessment and planning services: This use case is delaware’s strongest. It offers a

packaged S/4HANA migration assessment toolkit focused on developing a positive

benefits case together with identifying and removing existing inefficiencies and manual

interventions. Selection of the best way to migrate to S/4HANA is supported by its Color

Selector Tool. While delaware’s rating in this use case is the same as its technical

migration services rating, customers should ascribe more weighting to assessment

services, given its preference for more selective transition work in this context.
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Technical migration services: Delaware leverages its FAST-2-S/4 Conversion Factory

approach associated with this use case and focuses on pure migrations using selective

data transition versus greenfield or brownfield projects. It also sees “lean”

reimplementation efforts as delivering greater benefit than undertaking an upgrade. Small

to midsize European clients with custom or unique data transition requirements might

consider Delaware for technical migration services; however, customers in other

geographies should be aware that client feedback notes limited coverage outside of

western Europe.

Business transformation services: Delaware’s key offerings in this space include nine

SAP Certified rapid deployment solutions together with an opportunity mapping offering

that highlights business processes for improvement. It is also able to provide customers

the ability to visualize their existing system running in a temporary SAP S/4HANA cloud

environment with its Proof of Value offering. Customers will want to validate with

delaware that it has sufficient bandwidth for resource intensive transformation work, as

some feedback notes a limited number of consultants.

Application management and evolution services: Delaware has the lowest volume of SAP

S/4HANA resources aligned to these services, reflecting its size as a smaller systems

integrator (SI) compared to other providers in this research. Delaware leverages ML for

automated ticket triage, and Celonis and Signavio to mine and identify process

improvements. However, customers will want to consider Delaware’s size when

considering providers to support large programs in this context.

Deloitte

Since the last publication of this research, Deloitte has seen headcount growth within its

global SAP S/4HANA practice of approximately 16% to 29,500 FTEs. Deloitte’s SAP

S/4HANA geographic resource distribution is: NA, 36%; LATAM, 8%; EMEA, 24%; and APAC,

32%. The top five industries (by number of reported projects) served by Deloitte are

consumer products, high tech, life sciences, industrial machinery, and oil and gas. Deloitte

is a good fit for large clients across the spectrum of use cases in this report.

Assessment and planning services: Deloitte has a number of industry and business

scenario-specific assets that it uses to expedite a comprehensive approach to assessment

services. Many of these assets are integrated to deliver holistic solutions across use cases

in this report. Positive client feedback attests to not only the ease of use of its assets, but

also the high-quality resources that Deloitte brings to assessment services. Clients with

large complex deals would benefit greatly with Deloitte’s asset investments and holistic

approach.
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Technical migration services: Deloitte demonstrates acuity in this space, but prefers to

carry out only migrations underpinned by business cases for transformation and scale. In

addition to using accelerators like Platform Analyzer and API Vault, Deloitte has also

fortified its delivery capability with Syniti to expedite data-related migration activities. This

extends its end-to-end capabilities when delivering migration services. Clients best-suited

to engage Deloitte in this capacity should also have a need for subsequent transformative

services.

Business transformation services: Deloitte holds the top ranking across the cohort for

this use case and is suited for global, complex business transformation engagements that

require deep industry acumen. It offers holistic transformation services with its Capability

Edge (to assess process decomposition maturity), Enterprise Consciousness (to visualize

business scenarios) and Industry Value Maps (to define how value is created across

organizational levels), along with its other assets and alliances. Customers looking to

engage with a provider willing to contract for specific outcomes may find a match with

Deloitte, as more than half of its contracts include a component of revenue at risk.

Application management and evolution services: Delotite continues to innovate in this

space, in which it is a strong and viable partner as evidenced by its top ranking for this

use case across the cohort. It is heavily investing in OperateEdge, its proprietary operating

service delivery automation platform. Deloitte’s global scale and delivery capabilities,

together with emphasis on continuous improvement and innovation, lead to premium

pricing of its services in this capacity. Customers prioritizing highly cost-effective “keep

the lights on” services might not find this use case as competitive as offerings from other

providers.

DXC Technology

Since the last publication of this research, DXC Technology (DXC) has seen headcount

growth within its global SAP S/4HANA practice of approximately 67% to 8,400 FTEs.

DXC’s SAP S/4HANA geographic resource distribution is: NA, 9%; LATAM, 6%; EMEA, 24%;

and APAC, 61%. The top five industries (by number of reported projects) served by DXC are

consumer products, industrial machinery and components, aerospace and defense

(manufacturing), high tech, and the public sector. DXC is a good fit for large global

enterprise clients seeking a mature application management services (AMS) provider that

also has RISE with SAP experience.
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Assessment and planning services: In addition to lSAP tools like Transformation

Navigator and Value Lifecycle Manager driving its value-based assessment activities, DXC

has invested in its assessment capability with the inclusion of Signavio to facilitate

process mining and IBIS for anticipated transformation activities. DXC also offers its own

composable business value transformation assessment services to provide a holistic view

of business alignment with outcomes and automated assessment services to streamline

repetitive tasks with robotic process automation (RPA). Clients engaging with DXC for this

use case will appreciate that it has received positive customer feedback for its automated

assessment service.

Technical migration services: DXC’s focus on automating migrations with partners like

IBIS, smartShift, SNP and Syniti are all intended to “derisk” the path to innovation.

Intelligent migrations are co-developed with partners and certified by SAP to offer

greenfield, brownfield and hybrid migration exercises. DXC also offers its Platform as a

Service for SAP (PaaS4SAP) approach to facilitate commoditized one-step, direct-to-cloud

migrations. Customer feedback indicates satisfaction with DXC’s conversion capabilities.

Organizations seeking an approach that includes an emphasis on minimizing business

disruption during migration activities would be a fit.

Business transformation services: DXC is in the process of pivoting to transformation

engagements while also refining its composable business value transformation offering.

DXC partners with IBIS and PwC for top-down and business process transformation

services, respectively. Clients looking for transformative programs aligned to established

and proven business KPIs and outcome-based results should be advised that DXC needs

to continue maturing in this space. Customer feedback cites a somewhat slow knowledge

transition from DXC. Customers also note they would like to see DXC have a stronger

planning acuity.

Application management and evolution services: Competence and innovations in this

space make this DXC’s strongest use case. DXC continues to recognize and address client

demand for innovative solutions and offers its Intelligent Application Operations (iAOps)

management approach and an established industrialized delivery model. Midsize and

large enterprise clients looking for innovative and experienced AMS delivery from one of

the smaller providers in this cohort should consider DXC.
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EY

Since the last publication of this research, EY has seen headcount growth within its global

SAP S/4HANA practice of approximately 36% to 15,700 FTEs. EY’s SAP S/4HANA

geographic resource distribution is: NA, 43%; LATAM, 9%; EMEA, 23%; and APAC, 25%. The

top five industries served by EY (by number of reported projects) are consumer products,

retail, aerospace and defense (manufacturing), professional services, and life sciences. EY

is a good fit for large global clients across most industries seeking assessment and

business transformation services.

Assessment and planning services: EY has a business value-focused approach to

assessment services, its top ranked use case. EY ties together clients’ corporate strategy,

business transformation and SAP capabilities in its Phase 0 assessment and planning

offering. An initial two-week phase is followed by “Analyze” and “Validate and Commit”

phases, which are underpinned by customer collaboration to align S/4HANA capabilities

with future vision. EY prioritizes and sets roadmaps for business transformation

opportunities with customers, who provide positive feedback, noting EY’s finance industry

experience and business process knowledge in particular.

Technical migration services: EY prefers to focus on business transformation projects

and has the fewest brownfield implementations among its peers. However, its solid

intelligent EY Transformation Platform delivers both brownfield and selective

transition/hybrid technical migrations. It can make holistic decisions around reuse versus

replace/redesign, consolidate requirements from multiple system(s) sources, perform

selective remediation and automate migrations to a target system. Clients engaging with

EY in this use case will likely find a good fit if they intend to follow up migration with

transformation services.

Business transformation services: SAP S/4HANA business transformation is a focal

point for EY, enabling the organization to combine all the areas of the business,

Consulting, Tax, Assurance, and Strategy and Transactions, to align a customer’s

corporate strategy and transformational objectives delivered through S/4HANA. The EY

Intelligent Delivery Platform leverages its aggregate experience and provides a basis for

consistent global delivery. EY’s industry solutions accelerate transformation, reduce costs

and facilitate execution. Clients seeking complex business transformation will benefit

from EY’s industry depth and capability.
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Application management and evolution services: EY’s new managed service offering,

“Catch, Grow, and Release,” is an evolutionary support model designed to give customers

a soft landing after go-live to evolve toward a target operating model. The EY approach

seeks to deliver optimized and consistent operational processes. Customers should be

aware that EY’s revenue generated in this use case is the second-lowest on an overall

percentage basis among its peers in this research.

Fujitsu

Since the last publication of this research, Fujitsu has seen headcount growth within its

global SAP S/4HANA practice of approximately 3% to 1,800 FTEs. Fujitsu’s SAP S/4HANA

geographic resource distribution is: NA, 3%; LATAM, 0%; EMEA, 8%; and APAC, 89%. The

top five industries served by Fujitsu (by number of reported projects) are chemicals, high

tech, automotive, consumer products, and industrial machinery and components.

Customers in APAC and within its focus industries may consider Fujitsu for technical

migration services.

Assessment and planning services: Fujitsu has developed a new SAP S/4HANA Value

Assessment framework along with in-house tools and solutions such as Fujitsu

Gyroscope, Results Chain Modeler and its Macroscope methodology to drive value

realization. Fujitsu has also partnered with SNP to develop tools like automated system

scans with SNP CrystalBridge. A relatively large volume of Fujitsu’s assessment services

work is for its existing customers. Customer feedback indicates a lack of high-level

consultation for customers seeking global standard solutions.

Technical migration services: This is Fujitsu’s strongest use case. Its Conversion Center is

focused on moving to the cloud, “bluefield” migration, and services to reduce downtime

during conversions and optimize the technical landscape. Clients primarily seeking

services for migrations in the APAC region would find Fujitsu’s capability in this use case

beneficial.

Business transformation services: Key offerings in this space include business process

redesign for ERP transformation and migration, business process management for

operational excellence, and manufacturing transformation to optimize processes with E2E

integration. Anticipating increased demand in the transformation space, Fujitsu has

partnered with Signavio to leverage its solutions in Fujitsu offerings. Clients engaging

with Fujitsu in this use case and seeking iterative (“live”) interaction should be mindful

that a vast majority of Fujitsu’s workforce is located in the APAC region.
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Application management and evolution services: Over 90% of the services in this capacity

were for large enterprise clients. For operational transformation, Fujitsu utilizes Intelligent

Application Managed Services (iAMS). This is a full life cycle solution providing proactive

end-to-end management of the application landscape, with underlying support for

business insight and next-generation aspirations. APAC clients seeking

postimplementation services should confirm alignment with Fujitsu’s iAMS solution.

HCL Technologies

Since the last publication of this research, HCL Technologies (HCL) has seen headcount

growth within its global SAP S/4HANA practice of approximately 209% to 5,600 FTEs.

HCL’s SAP S/4HANA geographic resource distribution is: NA, 26%; LATAM, 2%; EMEA, 14%;

and APAC, 58%. The top five industries served by HCL (by number of reported projects) are

aerospace and defense, life sciences, chemicals, industrial machinery, and travel and

transportation. HCL is a good fit for midsize and large clients in these industries seeking

application management and evolution services.

Assessment and planning services: HCL has added to the Elevate S/4HANA assessment

and planning framework. Enhancements include a change impact heat map, process

maturity analysis, SCABT for business case production, an S/4HANA benefits and

innovations database (which includes HCL implementations), and the S/4 RISE Discovery

Workshop accelerator. HCL notes that a significant volume of assessment activities have

been conducted for its existing customers. As such, customers outside of HCL’s focus

industries and those without existing relationships with HCL should be circumspect prior

to engaging in this capacity.

Technical migration services: With continued investment in tools to enable full-service

preparation and conversion through its Factory+ offering, HCL has received client

feedback noting the depth of its technical competence and knowledgeable resources. In

addition to Factory+, HCL’s conversion factory offers fixed-price conversion exercises and

the ability to manage parallel conversions.
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Business transformation services: HCL’s approach to transformation emphasizes the

importance of organizational change management as a key component to driving

success. During this reporting period, HCL sharpened its focus on change readiness and

established change management “pods” in both India and Australia/New Zealand.

Through certified partnerships with Signavio and Celonis, HCL uses process mining to

establish “as-is” customer baselines, perform simulations on potential process changes,

evaluate financial implications of transformations, and ultimately monitor adherence to

process and establish a continuous improvement cycle. While it presents a compelling

value proposition, some customer feedback indicates lagging response related to

approval of SOWs or change orders.

Application management and evolution services: This is HCL’s highest-rated use case.

HCL has seen healthy growth in revenue generated by application management work and

is engaged more extensively in deals of a size larger than those undertaken by its

immediate cohort (by revenue and FTE). Clients with significant AMS requirements

considering HCL should note that its customer base in this capacity is composed of

organizations with more than 2,500 FTEs and, as such, may not be a fit for smaller

customers.

IBM

Since the last publication of this research, IBM has seen headcount growth within its

global SAP S/4HANA practice of approximately 19% to 25,000 FTEs. IBM’s SAP S/4HANA

geographic resource distribution is: NA, 39%; LATAM, 4%; EMEA, 31%; and APAC, 26%. The

top five industries served by IBM (by number of reported projects) are consumer products,

industrial machinery and components, automotive, chemicals, and retail. IBM is a good fit

for large global clients with needs in assessment, business transformation, and

application management and evolution services.

Assessment and planning services: IBM’s assessment capabilities lay the foundation for

a business and/or technology transformation based on business value. Assessment work

is delivered through the IBM Rapid Discovery program (inclusive of IBM Garage) that

defines and aligns the scope, value and roadmap for a value-based business

transformation with SAP S/4HANA. IBM’s acuity is supported by various tools and

accelerators such as the HANA Impact Assessment, a benchmark wizard, industry models,

eHub data assessment, organizational change impact assessment and Celonis for

process mining.
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Technical migration services: IBM has developed the Accelerated Move Center (AMC) for

purely technical migrations and was the first SI to partner with SNP to create Rapid Move.

Rapid Move is an automated selective data migration approach that allows clients to

convert and migrate existing SAP systems and adopt selective new functionality to realize

benefits of new S/4HANA capabilities. IBM’s AMC offers a technical migration approach

associated with relative sizing (aka “t-shirt sizing”), which includes small migrations that

small and midsize business (SMB) clients may find helpful.

Business transformation services: IBM Consulting has the breadth and depth of

experience to deliver global transformative business services, making this IBM’s highest

rated use case. The IBM Ascend methodology is a globally leveraged framework and suite

of tools and assets used to deliver transitioning projects for SAP S/4HANA. It combines

the SAP Activate innovation adoption framework and IBM’s best consulting practices,

such as project management and organizational change management, the latter of which

is enabled by the Qualtrics platform. Customers with complex and unique requirements

can benefit from IBM’s strength in this use case.

Application management and evolution services: IBM’s next-generation AMS operations

are enabled by a high level of automation. IBM leverages Watson to provide cognitive self-

help to self-heal automation. IBM focuses on continuous improvement in both the delivery

process and business improvement opportunities identified via Celonis and Signavio.

Customer feedback is mixed for this use case. There is praise for IBM’s professionalism

and ownership approach to incident management, but unmet expectations of higher-

quality documentation and slow response times for some issues.

Infosys

Since the last publication of this research, Infosys has seen headcount growth within its

global SAP S/4HANA practice of approximately 20% to 15,700 FTEs. Infosys’ SAP

S/4HANA geographic resource distribution is as follows: NA, 15%; LATAM, 2%; EMEA, 25%;

and APAC, 57%. The top five industries (by number of reported projects) served by Infosys

are automotive, consumer products, retail, life sciences, and energy and utilities. Infosys is

a good fit for large global organizations looking for a cost-effective and flexible partner for

large program executions involving transformation, technical migration, and application

management and evolution services.
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Assessment and planning services: Infosys’ three-tier assessment structure includes

impact assessment, roadmap creation and business case creation. Customers can

leverage assessment tools and accelerators, including Business Insighter, the S/4 Assist

tool, its Code Migration and Optimization tool as well as an effort estimator tool. With a

focus on automation, Infosys identifies inefficient processes that will benefit from the

introduction of automated solutions.

Technical migration services: Technology enablement is a strategic priority in Infosys’

offerings for this use case, driving its proprietary conversion methodology called Safe

Passage. Powered by upgrade and conversion toolkits, including SAP-certified Code

Migration and Optimization and a finance conversion reconciliation monitor, this use case

is a compelling one for Infosys. Customer feedback praises Infosys for reducing manual

migration efforts through use of its portfolio of technical accelerators. Equivalent in rating

with the application management and evolution services use case, customer feedback

favors Infosys’ technical migration services capabilities.

Business transformation services: Infosys leverages its proprietary IDEA-Activate

methodology along with its prebuilt Infosys Catalyst solution to apply industry-specific

expertise for transformations. Although Infosys’ OCM capabilities are in a maturation

phase, it continues to invest in this capacity to align with its broader growth ambitions.

Customers interested in a global partner willing to take an active interest in their business

outcomes should note that Infosys generates the highest percentage of its revenue by

contracting with revenue at risk. With a focus on more “nearshore” than offshore

resourcing, Infosys’ global footprint of 90 delivery centers and 12 innovation hubs allows

customers in North America and EMEA more flexibility for hybrid delivery models.

Application management and evolution services: Infosys’ continuous improvement

approach of discover, digitize, automate and monitor provides innovative delivery for this

use case. Using open-source technologies, Infosys deploys a problem discovery

dashboard and uses tools like Transition Discovery and S/4 Assist to boost operational

efficiencies. Infosys has more than 100 solutions that offer customers monitoring, self-

healing or analytic capabilities, which continue to evolve. These, combined with its large

repository of knowledge artifacts, allow Infosys to continually fortify internal employee

training programs.
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LTI

Since the last publication of this research, LTI has seen headcount growth within its global

SAP S/4HANA practice of approximately 32%to 2,900 FTEs. LTI’s SAP S/4HANA

geographic resource distribution is approximately as follows: NA, 16%; LATAM, 0%; EMEA,

6%; and APAC, 77%. The top five industries served by LTI (by number of reported projects)

are industrial machinery and components, consumer products, engineering construction

and operations, high tech, and oil and gas. LTI is a good fit for large clients in these

industries seeking application management services.

Assessment and planning services: LTI’s assessment services capabilities are based on

its consulting and transformation COE, an organizational structure unit that is shared with

LTI’s Business Transformation offering. Focus areas within the elements of this structure

include business value management, network and spend management, and people

engagement, leveraging LTI’s CFIN Transformation Platform and SAP Ariba and

SuccessFactors for HR, respectively. Customers outside LTI’s focus industries may not be

a fit for this use case. Customer feedback notes LTI’s low European presence.

Technical migration services: Migrations performed by LTI are based on its industrialized

delivery organizational structure unit, the elements of which include change management,

solution design and “techno-functional delivery.” LTI’s LAMPS platform provides

customers a one-touch approach to automate cloud migration with AWS, Azure and

Google Cloud Platform (GCP). Brownfield migration project work in the past year has been

among the lowest among this cohort, indicating limited experience for this use case

compared to peers.

Business transformation services: Capability transformation forms part of LTI’s 360-

degree innovation strategy. Specifically, LTI’s Reimagination Advisory and Transformation

COE notes more than 200 industry principals and consulting subject matter experts

(SMEs) and more than 30 ERP transformation OCM experts. LTI’s Mosaic and CFIN

Transformation Platforms help define digital core roadmaps and accelerate central

finance deployments, respectively. The SAP Store contains nine of LTI’s Industry Cloud

Solutions in engineering, construction and operations and life sciences, which clients in

these verticals can utilize through LTI’s productized offerings and solutions. Customers

looking for a partner to have a stake in program outcomes should note that approximately

75% of LTI’s contracts include a portion of revenue at risk.
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Application management and evolution services: This is LTI’s highest-rated use case. The

volume of work in this capacity by average project revenue exceeds almost all other

providers. The majority of LTI’s application management projects have been for clients

above 10,000 FTEs. LTI’s well-established multidimensional three-layer process

improvement and governance framework as well as SAP-focused automation initiatives

contribute to positioning this use case as LTI’s strongest. Midsize and large customers

within LTI’s focus areas and relatively stable needs related to this use case may find a

good fit here.

NTT DATA

Since the last publication of this research, NTT DATA has seen headcount growth within

its global SAP S/4HANA practice of approximately 12% to 10,700 FTEs. NTT DATA’s SAP

S/4HANA geographic resource distribution is as follows: NA, 6%; LATAM, 6%; EMEA, 52%;

and APAC, 36%. The top five industries (by number of reported projects) served by NTT

DATA are industrial machinery components, consumer products, professional services, life

sciences and automotive. NTT DATA is a good fit for global midsize to large organizations

looking for technical migration services.

Assessment and planning services: As part of its assessment services, NTT DATA

conducts adaptive customer workshops. It leverages mature methodologies, tools and

accelerators that consist of NTT DATA’s proprietary templates in combination with SAP’s

tools to examine customer system readiness and provide automated advice and effort

estimation. Additional deliverables for customers of NTT DATA’s assessment services

include process analysis, business case composition, transformation readiness and

roadmapping.

Technical migration services: NTT DATA’s acuity in this capacity positions it as the

organization’s top-rated use case. Work in this context is underpinned by use of a factory

model that follows the “lift and shift” approach to technical migration work. This

approach minimizes effort, mitigates business impact and overall runtime of conversion

projects resulting in reduced total cost of ownership (TCO) and a nondisruptive transition

to S/4HANA. NTT DATA has a fixed-price packaged offering with minimal project risks for

this use case, which will appeal to EMEA-based clients looking for migration work

underpinned by predefined spend for budgeting purposes.
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Business transformation services: NTT DATA has made some focused investments in

this use case, particularly for large enterprises. It has established the transformation office

to drive business outcomes and governance. It has also enhanced its organizational

change management offerings to drive adoption and optimization while reducing risk

through efficient program governance and quality assurance. Client feedback particularly

notes the thought leadership, consulting expertise and industry depth that NTT DATA

brings to transformations.

Application management and evolution services: As part of value realization for

continuous improvement, NTT DATA assigns a dedicated service manager who is

accountable for realizing business improvement, intended to lift services to premium

quality and provide proactive service management. The application management team

takes ownership for customer success, regularly runs innovation workshops and identifies

opportunities for continuous improvement with a focus on event-to-incident automation

and incident-to-solution prediction. Customers seeking a mature approach to services for

this use case would benefit from NTT DATA’s geographic breadth of delivery options.

PwC

Since the last publication of this research, PwC has seen headcount growth within its

global SAP S/4HANA practice of approximately 24% to 14,100 FTEs. PwC’s SAP S/4HANA

geographic resource distribution is as follows: NA, 32%; LATAM, 8%; EMEA, 25%; and

APAC, 36%. The top five industries served (by number of reported projects) are consumer

products, high tech, automotive, utilities and energy, and life sciences. PwC is a good fit

for midsize and large clients in these industries seeking assessment services.

Assessment and planning services: PwC’s approach to assessment services is designed

to help customers understand the “art of the possible” with value-driven roadmapping

underpinned by its LEAP business process model. As PwC’s strongest use case, it provides

industry-specific process, performance metrics and capability “target” models.

Assessment capabilities include prioritization of activities for delivery of desired

outcomes, approaches for clients in adoption of hybrid projects and review of potential

value to be driven through transformative engagements. PwC’s assessment services are

looked upon favorably, and customer feedback references how PwC helps articulate a

future state and tailors program approaches accordingly.
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Technical migration services: PwC offers its Smart Greenfield approach to identify

success factors in support of migrating from an existing SAP ECC solution into innovative

S/4HANA environments. It also offers a strategy encompassing a Managed Cloud

Services tower in which cloud migration is provided in a managed capacity services

model. While competent in this use case, PwC associates technical migration with

transformative services and does not seek to engage in pure technology-focused

upgrades.

Business transformation services: Implementation work performed by PwC drives 95% of

its revenue. Midsize and large clients that seek transformative services aligned with

market standard processes can equally avail themselves of PwC’s implementation

experience and business-transformation-as-a-service capabilities. Large global clients that

are able to fully leverage PwC’s breadth and scope of transformative frameworks will

appreciate PwC’s value proposition for transformation services.

Application management and evolution services: PwC’s approach to application

management includes investments to drive responsiveness through automation. However,

PwC’s investment in RPA and bot-based monitoring for key IT processes is not

revolutionary, and PwC is not a fit for clients looking for support of significant legacy

estates. As a function of total revenue, PwC generates the least revenue in this use case

among its peers in this research.

Samsung SDS

Since the last publication of this research, Samsung SDS has seen headcount growth

within its global SAP S/4HANA practice of 17% to 1,400 FTEs. Samsung SDS’s SAP

S/4HANA geographic resource distribution is: NA, 2%; LATAM, 1%; EMEA, 3%; and APAC,

94%. The top five industries served by Samsung SDS (by number of reported projects) are

industrial machinery and components, chemicals, engineering, construction and

operations, and high tech. Samsung SDS is a good fit for small to midsize APAC clients in

the focus industries.

Assessment and planning services: Samsung SDS reports the fewest assessment

engagements compared to other vendors in this study; a majority of its revenue is

generated by implementation engagements. Its proprietary assessment framework

encompasses the assessment methodology, checklist and system assessment tool that

are key components of its Smart ERP methodology. As part of this exercise, it can deliver

assessments such as evaluation of migration to cloud, plan to consolidate SAP

environments and possible considerations for S/4HANA innovations.
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Technical migration services: Samsung SDS has capabilities to assess technical

upgrades from business and infrastructure architecture standpoints along with templates

to cleanse and convert data to accelerate the migration process. APAC-based clients in the

industrial machinery and components industry may consider Samsung SDS in this

capacity specifically for greenfield implementations. Customers outside of APAC and/or

those seeking brownfield migration services should currently consider other provider

options.

Business transformation services: Samsung SDS uses its proprietary Smart ERP

methodology/accelerator, which has a number of prebuilt industry reference assets to

enable a seamless business transformation. It also has experience in integrating

S/4HANA functions automation/intelligent tools based on individual business scenarios.

Although a significant portion of the work performed by Samsung SDS falls within this

use case, at present, midsize to large customers with complex transformation

requirements should be mindful of Samsung SDS’s relative size and resource capacity

and availability.

Application management and evolution services: With a dedicated account manager and

SAP delivery manager for S/4HANA engagements, Samsung SDS focuses on providing

accountability to its clients. While Samsung SDS is working on strengthening services in

this capacity, this use case represents less than 1% of the work it performs. With a

portfolio of clients mainly in the APAC region and the smallest FTE of all providers in this

report, midsize to large customers seeking global services would find a better fit with other

providers.

SAP

SAP decided not to provide supplemental information for this Critical Capabilities report,

as the timeline collided with SAP’s recent services and support portfolio changes. Gartner’s

analysis is therefore based on other credible sources, including past engagement, Gartner

client inquiry calls and analyst estimates.

Since the last publication of this research, SAP has not seen material headcount changes

within its global SAP S/4HANA practice. SAP has the highest volume of SAP S/4HANA

resources across EMEA in this cohort and it is well represented in other key geographies,

inclusive of North America and APAC. The top five industries served by SAP are

professional services, consumer products, retail, utilities and energy, and banking. SAP is

a good fit for companies that want a direct services relationship with the software vendor,

do not have legacy solution integrations and plan to leverage only the SAP-provided tools

and solutions.
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Assessment and planning services: This is SAP’s highest-rated use case. As the software

vendor, it has deep knowledge of the product and provides services and tools to assist

clients and partners in the assessment of a move to the intelligent enterprise, with

S/4HANA as the digital core. Available tools include SAP Readiness Check, SAP

Innovation and Optimization Pathfinder, and SAP S/4HANA Value Starter Engagement.

Clients planning to select the RISE with SAP offering and/or those with legacy solution

integration requirements should seek the assistance of authorized partners for this

activity, as SAP strategically limits engagement in this capacity.

Technical migration services: In cooperation with partners like cbs, Natuvion and SNP,

SAP provides the Selective Data Transition approach to support migration of data and

code between existing ECC systems and S/4HANA. Selective Data Transition allows

clients to both reuse and redesign parts of an existing ERP solution. The assistance of

SAP-authorized partners is recommended for clients interested in leveraging RISE with

SAP in this capacity.

Business transformation services: RISE with SAP was launched in January 2021, at

which time SAP stated that when undertaking business transformation work, customers

should work directly with a RISE authorized partner. For non-RISE with SAP transformation

services, SAP’s capabilities focus on its industry solutions and products.

Application management and evolution services: SAP is currently restructuring its

capabilities within this use case with the intent of focusing on customer success and

cloud adoption. SAP is the exclusive provider of these services to clients that select the

SAP S/4HANA public cloud version. Customer feedback includes positive perception

associated with the ability to speak directly with the “product owner” if issues arise and is

tempered with other observations noting slow response time for escalated issues.

TCS

Since the last publication of this research, TCS has seen headcount growth within its

global SAP S/4HANA practice of approximately 10%, to 30,000 FTEs. TCS’s SAP

S/4HANA geographic resource distribution is as follows: NA, 32%; LATAM, 2%; EMEA, 24%;

and APAC, 41%. The top five industries served by TCS (by number of reported projects) are

life sciences, high tech, consumer products, retail, and travel and transportation. TCS is a

good fit for large global clients with innovative application management or technical

migration needs.
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Assessment and planning services: The TCS approach to assessment and planning is

guided and informed by the business case, or “North Star,” for an eventual

transformational program. Leveraging the capabilities of TCS Pace Port innovation

centers, TCS engages clients in design-thinking sessions to identify transformation

opportunities through TCS industry experience, process knowledge, S/4HANA practices

and TCS proprietary digital assets. Customer feedback notes the impact of changes

introduced by S/4HANA was overestimated.

Technical migration services: This is TCS’s highest-rated use case. TCS delivers outcome-

driven roadmapping capabilities for conversion activities with its ConvertCore offering.

TCS ConvertCore offers a built-in modular approach that allows enterprises to drive

incremental business value through cloud adoption, system consolidation, user

experience enhancement, process simplification and functionality improvement. This is

an area of strength for TCS, and with the second-highest workforce contingent in North

America within the cohort, clients in this geography looking for technical migration

services may find TCS a good fit.

Business transformation services: When executing a greenfield implementation, TCS

leverages TCS Crystallus, a solution leveraging SAP’s intelligent technologies to accelerate

business transformations and SAP S/4HANA adoption. In addition to continued

investment in Crystallus, TCS has enhanced its OCM capability to facilitate

transformational business change. It has over 450 certified change architects and 7,400

OCM trained leads and managers.

Application management and evolution services: TCS’s Enterprise Navigator is an

integrated, consulting-led enterprise transformation framework that has perpetual

transformation as one of its key pillars. This enables clients to optimize cost and

maintain future readiness. TCS’s Machine First Delivery Model (MFDM) continues to

automate customer processes, improving business KPIs and allowing business users to

focus on strategy. TCS’s proprietary toolsets help customers adopt agile business models,

drive resiliency and innovation, and enrich user experiences. TCS has among the highest

FTE allocation for application management, and customer feedback indicates positive

service experience.
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Tech Mahindra

Since the last publication of this research, Tech Mahindra has seen headcount growth

within its global SAP S/4HANA practice of approximately 32% to 3,200 FTEs. Tech

Mahindra’s SAP S/4HANA geographic resource distribution is as follows: NA, 10%; LATAM,

5%; EMEA, 14%; and APAC, 71%. The top five industries served by Tech Mahindra (by

number of reported projects) are automotive, consumer products, utilities and energy,

industrial machinery and components, and life sciences. Tech Mahindra is a good fit for

medium and large clients in these industries seeking implementation services.

Assessment and planning services: Tech Mahindra leverages its Bridge Digital Enabler

offering to drive assessment work. This methodology enables business case creation for

SAP S/4 adoption, analysis with Tech Mahindra Epselon (a SAP-certified discovery and

assessment tool) and roadmap definition using its NeedleANALYSiS framework to

perform KPI benchmarking against other organizations. Assessment services represent

Tech Mahindra’s strongest use case and it is a good fit for customers within its industry

coverage areas.

Technical migration services: Tech Mahindra leverages a number of assets to provide

migration services, including data migration templates, a data-cleaning tool and several

industry-specific solutions. Service offerings in this space include S/4-SHIFT, a packaged

offering for migrations based on relative size (i.e., small, medium, large), data archiving as

a service, and a decoupling and decustomization offering. Customers should note that,

although Tech Mahindra’s preference is to engage with large customers, if working in the

SMB space, it would prefer undertaking the RISE with SAP approach.

Business transformation services: Tech Mahindra has a dedicated Business Excellence

(BE) team to address OCM requirements. It leverages its change management approach,

its C4 methodology, for engagement activities from preparation through run phases. Tech

Mahindra’s BE and delivery teams work together to drive change for customers at a global

level. Customers should note that Tech Mahindra provides implementation services

across fewer industries than a majority of its peers in this research. Customer feedback

notes a perceived lack of execution expertise and the need for domain experts in some

projects.
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Application management and evolution services: Tech Mahindra utilizes modern delivery

methods for this use case, including agile and DevOps-focused delivery models with

integrated tools and automation. Automation continues to be driven and delivered through

its NewAgeDELIVERY engine. Tech Mahindra leverages RPA and bots to optimize

handling of service requests, autoclassification of incidents leveraging TACTiX and

custom code “housekeeping” with its Epselon tool.

Wipro

Since the last publication of this research, Wipro has seen headcount growth within its

global SAP S/4HANA FTE of approximately 19% to 10,100 FTEs. Wipro’s SAP S/4HANA

geographic resource distribution is as follows: NA, 11%; LATAM, 4%; EMEA, 17%; and

APAC, 68%. The top five industries served by Wipro (by number of reported projects) are

industrial machinery and components, consumer products, utilities and energy, high tech,

and automotive. Wipro is a good fit for midsize to large global clients in Wipro’s core

industry focus areas seeking application management and evolution support.

Assessment and planning services: The full life cycle of Wipro offerings is underpinned

by its eSymphony offering. In the assessment phase, it supports the creation of the

transformation vision and business case and, ultimately, the implementation roadmap.

Wipro’s Customer Experience Center and Celonis process model facilitate identification of

KPI improvements and value realization for customers who may appreciate that Wipro

has quantified the impact of its differentiators, which it can share with potential

customers.

Technical migration services: Wipro’s technical migration capabilities are also linked to its

eSymphony offering, which provides specific products, such as FullStride, that deliver

cloud assessment, migration and transformation capabilities together with automated

testing suites, all aimed at decreasing project time and reducing risk. Wipro uses a

combination of proprietary and partner products, such as SNP CrystalBridge, to support

these efforts. Clients with significant volumes of greenfield and brownfield migration work

would greatly benefit from these technologies.

Business transformation services: Business transformation is a primary focus area for

Wipro, especially in its core industry competence areas. It utilizes a set of KPI-driven,

standard industry and process operating models for which it claims an approximate 30%

reduction in implementation effort and time. Additional accelerators support

organizational change management, testing and data migration. As some of the feedback

received indicates concerns with resource turnover, clients should work with the provider

to understand their resourcing requirements in advance.
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Application management and evolution services: Application management is a core

competence for Wipro and represents its highest-rated use case. Key areas of focus

include application platform rationalization, IT cost optimization, business simplification,

continuous improvement, process operation control, and performance and audit health

checks. Wipro’s HOLMES AI platform is used to provide insight into improvement

opportunities and automate ticket resolution, resulting in ticket elimination, ticket

automation and improvement in mean time to resolve (MTTR). With commercial flexible

contracting model, clients should seek outcome-based delivery for their services in this

use case.

Context

CIOs, business, applications and sourcing leaders need to identify appropriate service

providers to support their SAP S/4HANA implementation and management services. This

research helps decision makers identify providers that have the capabilities needed to

meet their requirements. The providers profiled in this assessment met the inclusion

criteria (see the Inclusion Criteria section) for the Magic Quadrant and Critical Capabilities

research. However, many other smaller and specialty providers have comparable

capabilities and may also be an excellent fit, depending on the use case, industry,

geographic coverage and solution. Clients can apply the critical capabilities and

weightings approach used in this research to evaluate these providers as well.

We scored each provider on each of the critical capabilities independently for the specific

use cases. For each of the critical capabilities, this score is based on the provider’s overall

competence to deliver SAP S/4HANA application services, independent of the scale and

scope of the deal. These scores are in the Critical Capabilities Rating section below.

Product/Service Class Definition

Analysts evaluate service providers in specific use cases for their ability to deliver

assessment and planning services, technical migration services, business transformation

services and application management and evolution services for the SAP S/4HANA

solution. These SAP S/4HANA services are defined as:

Assessment and planning services are discrete, project-based preimplementation

services to assess the impact of either a new SAP S/4HANA implementation or a

migration from a legacy SAP platform to SAP S/4HANA.

■

Technical migration services are discrete, project-based deployments of SAP

S/4HANA with a focus on providing tools and accelerators for technology

conversion, with limited or no focus on business transformation.

■
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Services that are not included in the assessment are:

The list of industries included in this research can be found in Note 2.

Critical Capabilities Definition

Impact Assessment and Planning

This is the ability of the service provider to assist the client to assess the impact of a

move to the SAP S/4HANA platform. The assessment covers business process,

organizational and technical impacts and creates a recommended implementation

approach and high-level plan.

Assessment consulting may also help the client develop the business case for the move

to SAP S/4HANA.

Capabilities are measured against:

Business transformation services reshape business functions and processes to

deliver higher business value with demonstrable business outcomes.

■

Management and evolution services are ongoing services focused on supporting

and maintaining SAP S/4HANA applications that are provided as part of a multiyear

agreement and executed against defined quality metrics.

■

All ongoing infrastructure- and hosting-only services■

All activities relating to business process outsourcing■

Product-only activities, such as from the resale of SAP licenses or the service

provider’s third-party products

■

The number of assessments undertaken and the conversion of those to

implementation projects.

■

The vendor’s investments in accelerators, tools and reusable assets to provide a

customized assessment.

■

Vendor capabilities and value-add in business process, organization change and IT

assessment and impact.

■
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Technology Enablement

This is the ability of the service provider to implement the solution to enable the business

benefits.

Capabilities are measured against:

Industry and Process Expertise

This is the ability of the service provider to implement solutions embedded with

intellectual capital and understanding of the client’s industry.

Capabilities are measured against:

Organizational Change Management

This is the ability of the service provider to manage the change (organizational and

process) of the new solution within the client’s organization.

Capabilities are measured against:

The investments of the vendor in new technology, tools and reusable assets■

The vendor’s capabilities in implementing solutions and ensuring seamless delivery

of services

■

Client examples of the solutions delivered across multiple regions■

The investments in industry and process assets — such as preconfigured processes

and industry-specific enhancements

■

Industry and process capabilities, including how knowledge is captured and

maintained within the SAP S/4HANA implementation delivery organization

■

Number of industry specific SAP S/4HANA implementation experts■

Investments in OCM methodologies and resources.■

Ability (and track record) to manage the project on time and on budget, and meet

business objectives, as well as the ability to enforce program governance

■
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Operational Excellence

This is the ability of the service provider to efficiently operate the technology and integrate

the vendor ecosystem.

Capabilities are measured against:

Continuous Improvement

This is the ability of the service provider to introduce and realize continuous improvement

for the client.

Capabilities are measured against:

Business Responsiveness

This is the ability of the service provider to respond to changing business dynamics within

the client’s organization and market.

Ability (and track record) to facilitate agreement with different stakeholders on a set

of business objectives and standard processes, and successfully design and

implement organizational change management

■

The investments in resourcing globally, regionally and country-specific. This also

implies talent management, staff attraction and retention, knowledge management,

partnerships with clients, and educational bodies to ensure continuity.

■

The investment in and delivery against standardized measures at the operational

level (e.g., availability, response, resolution, transaction performance and

productivity) and the strategic level (e.g., business process performance, business

outcome units and client satisfaction).

■

The investments in embedded mechanisms to continuously improve measures and

performance against measures.

■

The investments in automation across the SAP S/4HANA management services

stack. This also implies industry-specific automation investments.

■

The investments in optimizing the service delivery organization, processes and

procedures, documentation (like operation manuals and service delivery plans), and

how improvement is identified and controlled.

■
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Capabilities are measured against:

Use Cases

Assessment and Planning Services

Discrete and project-based, assessment and planning services review the impact of either

a new SAP S/4HANA implementation or a migration from a legacy platform to SAP

S/4HANA.

Assessment and planning services include:

This use case includes all services contracted as part of the SAP S/4HANA assessment,

planning or consulting services which use capabilities like impact assessment and

planning, industry and process expertise, and organizational change and management.

Business Transformation Services

Business transformation services use SAP S/4HANA to reshape business functions and

processes to deliver higher business value with demonstrable business outcomes.

Demonstrable business outcomes, such as creating new business models, products and

services, and revenue channels, are important considerations for business transformation.

This use case includes all services contracted by business, functional and IT groups as

part of the SAP S/4HANA implementation. We assess capabilities such as technology

enablement, industry and process expertise, and organizational change and management,

among other capabilities.

Ability to manage and change (i.e., rescale) agreements over time■

How ongoing client requests are effectively, efficiently and rapidly delivered■

How business and client knowledge is captured and maintained within the ongoing

management delivery organization

■

Impact assessment for both the business process environment and the technical

environment

■

Consulting, proofs of concept, roadmap and business case development■
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Application Management and Evolution Services

These are ongoing management services focused on SAP S/4HANA applications,

provided as part of a multiyear agreement, and executed against defined quality metrics.

Services include:

This use case is assessed based on capabilities such as continuous improvement,

operational excellence, business responsiveness, technology enablement and industry

and process expertise.

Technical Migration Services

These are discrete, project-based deployments of SAP S/4HANA focused on providing

tools and accelerators for technology conversion with limited or no focus on

transformation.

Driven by IT and technical decision makers, these services typically include migrating the

database to SAP S/4HANA, replacing program code, adapting data models to the SAP

S/4HANA data model. Existing custom code may have to be technically adapted as well.

This use case includes all services contracted as part of the SAP S/4HANA

implementation and focuses on successful project implementation while using

capabilities such as technology enablement and industry and process expertise.

All ongoing activities related to application development, implementation,

integration, testing, maintenance and support (functional and/or technical), as well

as help desk services delivered within the scope of a multiyear application service

agreement

■

All ongoing activities required to perform application monitoring and operational

service activities (as formalized in run books), including job scheduling and

execution, backup and restoration of the in-scope applications

■

All ongoing activities required for providing, maintaining, securing, scheduling,

backing up, recovering, and supporting inbound and outbound application interfaces

(electronic data extraction, translation, and loading), web services, and databases

■
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Vendors Added and Dropped

We review and adjust our inclusion criteria for Magic Quadrants and Critical Capabilities

as markets change. As a result of these adjustments, the mix of providers in any Magic

Quadrant and Critical Capabilities may change over time. A provider’s appearance in a

Magic Quadrant and Critical Capabilities one year and not the next does not necessarily

indicate that we have changed our opinion of that provider. It may be a reflection of a

change in the market and, therefore, changed evaluation criteria, or of a change of focus

by that provider.

Added

No vendors were added.

Dropped

No vendors were dropped.

Inclusion Criteria
The criteria for inclusion of service providers for the Critical Capabilities are based on a

combination of quantitative and qualitative measures.

Quantitative Criteria

To qualify for Critical Capabilities inclusion, providers must have:

A minimum of $150 million revenue in the 12 months between 1 October 2020 and

30 September 2021 derived from application services for assessing, implementing

and/or managing SAP S/4HANA version 1709 or later and any SAP S/4HANA Cloud

version

■

A minimum of $10 million revenue to be generated in each of three of the four

regions under consideration for this research, namely:

■

North America (U.S. and Canada)■

EMEA (U.K., Western Europe, Eastern Europe, Nordics, the Middle East, and

Africa)

■

APAC (Asia, Australia, New Zealand, Japan)■

LATAM (Central and South America)■
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Qualitative Criteria

Table 1: Weighting for Critical Capabilities in Use Cases

(Enlarged table in Appendix)

This methodology requires analysts to identify the critical capabilities for a class of

products/services. Each capability is then weighted in terms of its relative importance for

specific product/service use cases.

A minimum of 1,000 full time employees dedicated to SAP S/4HANA application

services

■

Overall market interest in and visibility of the service provider, as determined by

serious consideration for selection from enterprise clients

■

Gartner analysts’ interactions with enterprise buyers, which reveal interest in specific

SAP S/4HANA service providers

■

Broad capability and technical/package expertise in combination with domain and

process knowledge of the SAP S/4HANA application suites

■

Analyst opinion and Gartner Peer Insights data■
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Each of the products/services that meet our inclusion criteria has been evaluated on the

critical capabilities on a scale from 1.0 to 5.0.

Critical Capabilities Rating

Table 2: Product/Service Rating on Critical Capabilities

(Enlarged table in Appendix)

Table 3 shows the product/service scores for each use case. The scores, which are

generated by multiplying the use-case weightings by the product/service ratings,

summarize how well the critical capabilities are met for each use case.
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Table 3: Product Score in Use Cases

(Enlarged table in Appendix)

To determine an overall score for each product/service in the use cases, multiply the

ratings in Table 2 by the weightings shown in Table 1.
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Acronym Key and Glossary Terms

AI artificial intelligence

AMS application management services

APAC Asia/Pacific

EMEA Europe, the Middle East and Africa

IoT Internet of Things

IP intellectual property

KPI key performance indicator

LATAM Latin America

MVP minimum viable product

NA North America

RPA robotic process automation

Evidence
1 Offering Managers Insight: Opportunities in the SAP S/4HANA and RISE with SAP

Market

Evaluation in this Critical Capabilities is informed by:

Primary research — Gartner inquiries with end-user organization clients. SAP

S/4HANA inquiries represent 2.2%. Service and sourcing analysts collectively took

close to 600 inquiries with end-user clients on service providers relating to SAP

S/4HANA services over 12 months (October 2020 through September 2021).

■

Gartner Peer Insights — Gartner Peer Insights reviews for SAP S/4HANA Application

Services

■

Primary research — A 60-minute vendor briefing from each participating service

provider addressing capability proof points of each evaluation criterion in the Critical

Capabilities.

■

Primary research — A detailed vendor survey covering revenue, staffing, geographic

capabilities, investments and other relevant information, totaling more than 1,000

data points.

■

https://www.gartner.com/document/code/766243?ref=authbody&refval=
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Note 1: SAP S/4HANA Resources in Countries or Subregions
SAP S/4HANA Resources in Europe, the Middle East and Africa (EMEA)

In the process of collecting data from the included providers, Gartner has requested

detailed numbers for SAP S/4HANA service resources in the following EMEA countries or

subregions:

Western Europe:

Eastern Europe:

Secondary research — Press releases and publicly available information, including

company websites and financial reports.

■

Other Gartner analysts — Peer review of this document by seven Gartner analysts.

Their views and comments were taken into account. In addition, this document was

presented and defended at the 13 May 2021 Technology and Service Providers and

IT Leaders Services Market Research Community meeting.

■

Benelux — Combining Netherlands, Belgium and Luxembourg■

France■

Germany■

Italy■

Nordics — Combining Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Finland and Iceland■

Spain■

United Kingdom■

Rest of Western Europe — Combining Austria, Greece, Ireland, Israel, Portugal and

Switzerland

■

Poland■

Romania■
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Middle East:

Africa:

SAP S/4HANA Resources in North American (NA) Countries

In the process of collecting data from the included vendors, Gartner has requested

detailed numbers for SAP S/4HANA service resources in the following North American

countries:

SAP S/4HANA Resources in Latin American (LATAM) Countries

In the process of collecting data from the included vendors, Gartner has requested

detailed numbers for SAP S/4HANA service resources in the following Latin American

countries:

Rest of Eastern Europe — Combining Algeria, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Bulgaria, Croatia

(Hrvatska), Czech Republic, Greece, Hungary, Kazakhstan, Lithuania, Russia, Serbia,

Slovakia, Slovenia and Ukraine

■

Middle East — Combining Bahrain, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Libya, Oman, Qatar,

Saudi Arabia, Syria, Turkey, United Arab Emirates and Yemen

■

South Africa■

Rest of Africa — Combining Cameroon, Cote d’Ivoire, Egypt, Kenya, Morocco, Nigeria

and Tunisia

■

United States■

Canada■

Argentina■

Brazil■

Chile■

Colombia■
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SAP S/4HANA Resources in Asia/Pacific (APAC) Countries

In the process of collecting data from the included vendors, Gartner has requested

detailed numbers for SAP S/4HANA service resources in the following APAC countries:

Note 2: Industries
This Critical Capabilities addresses the capabilities of the included vendors in the

following 27 industries:

Costa Rica■

Mexico■

Rest of Latin America■

Australia■

China■

India■

Philippines■

Singapore■

Vietnam■

Rest of APAC■

Aerospace and defense■

Agriculture■

Automotive■

Banking■

Chemicals■

Consumer products■

Defense and security■
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Engineering, construction and operations■

Healthcare (providers)■

High tech■

Higher education and research■

Industrial machinery and components■

Insurance■

Life sciences■

Media■

Mill products■

Mining■

Not-for-profit■

Oil and gas■

Professional services■

Public sector■

Retail■

Sports and entertainment■

Telecommunications■

Travel and transportation■

Utilities and energy■

Wholesale distribution■
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Critical Capabilities Methodology
This methodology requires analysts to identify the critical capabilities for a class of

products or services. Each capability is then weighted in terms of its relative importance

for specific product or service use cases. Next, products/services are rated in terms of how

well they achieve each of the critical capabilities. A score that summarizes how well they

meet the critical capabilities for each use case is then calculated for each product/service.

"Critical capabilities" are attributes that differentiate products/services in a class in terms

of their quality and performance. Gartner recommends that users consider the set of

critical capabilities as some of the most important criteria for acquisition decisions.

In defining the product/service category for evaluation, the analyst first identifies the

leading uses for the products/services in this market. What needs are end-users looking to

fulfill, when considering products/services in this market? Use cases should match

common client deployment scenarios. These distinct client scenarios define the Use

Cases.

The analyst then identifies the critical capabilities. These capabilities are generalized

groups of features commonly required by this class of products/services. Each capability

is assigned a level of importance in fulfilling that particular need; some sets of features

are more important than others, depending on the use case being evaluated.

Each vendor’s product or service is evaluated in terms of how well it delivers each

capability, on a five-point scale. These ratings are displayed side-by-side for all vendors,

allowing easy comparisons between the different sets of features.

Ratings and summary scores range from 1.0 to 5.0:

1 = Poor or Absent: most or all defined requirements for a capability are not achieved

2 = Fair: some requirements are not achieved

3 = Good: meets requirements

4 = Excellent: meets or exceeds some requirements

5 = Outstanding: significantly exceeds requirements
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To determine an overall score for each product in the use cases, the product ratings are

multiplied by the weightings to come up with the product score in use cases.

The critical capabilities Gartner has selected do not represent all capabilities for any

product; therefore, may not represent those most important for a specific use situation or

business objective. Clients should use a critical capabilities analysis as one of several

sources of input about a product before making a product/service decision.
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Table 1: Weighting for Critical Capabilities in Use Cases

Source: Gartner (June 2022)

Impact Assessment and
Planning

50% 0% 0% 10%

Technology Enablement 0% 20% 5% 40%

Industry and Process
Expertise

25% 50% 5% 0%

Organizational Change
Management

25% 30% 0% 0%

Operational Excellence 0% 0% 35% 0%

Continuous Improvement 0% 0% 35% 0%

Business Responsiveness 0% 0% 20% 50%

As of 23 May 2022

Critical Capabilities
Assessment and
Planning Services

Business
Transformation
Services

Application
Management and
Evolution Services

Technical Migration
Services
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Table 2: Product/Service Rating on Critical Capabilities

Impact
Assessment
and Planning

3.9 2.3 3.6 2.2 3.0 3.8 2.3 3.7 2.3 3.1 3.5 3.5 2.3 3.3 3.7 2.3 3.5 3.6 3.2 3.2

Technology
Enablement

3.7 2.5 3.4 2.7 2.5 3.7 3.0 3.5 2.4 2.8 3.8 3.2 2.3 3.0 3.3 2.1 3.1 3.8 2.6 2.9

Industry and
Process
Expertise

3.7 2.7 3.7 3.1 3.2 3.7 3.3 3.7 2.5 3.3 3.6 3.6 2.7 3.3 3.6 2.1 3.5 3.6 3.0 3.1

Organization
al Change
Management

3.4 2.7 3.0 3.1 3.0 3.5 2.7 3.3 2.5 2.9 3.4 3.0 2.8 2.8 3.2 2.7 2.4 3.0 2.9 3.0

Operational
Excellence

3.5 2.7 3.5 2.8 2.5 3.8 3.2 2.8 2.1 2.9 3.7 3.3 2.6 3.3 2.3 2.1 3.2 3.5 2.6 3.0

Continuous
Improvement

3.5 2.9 3.2 3.2 3.1 3.4 3.2 3.1 2.9 3.1 3.4 3.2 3.1 3.1 3.0 2.9 2.8 3.4 3.1 3.2

Critical
Capabilities
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Source: Gartner (June 2022)

Business
Responsivene
ss

3.3 3.2 3.4 2.8 3.5 3.3 3.3 2.9 3.2 3.3 3.0 3.3 3.0 3.5 3.1 2.8 3.2 3.1 2.7 3.3

As of 23 May 2022
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Table 3: Product Score in Use Cases

Source: Gartner (June 2022)

Assessment
and Planning
Services

3.73 2.50 3.48 2.65 3.05 3.70 2.65 3.60 2.40 3.10 3.50 3.40 2.53 3.18 3.55 2.35 3.23 3.45 3.08 3.13

Business
Transformati
on Services

3.61 2.66 3.43 3.02 3.00 3.64 3.06 3.54 2.48 3.08 3.58 3.34 2.65 3.09 3.42 2.28 3.09 3.46 2.89 3.03

Application
Management
and Evolution
Services

3.48 2.86 3.38 2.95 2.95 3.55 3.22 3.01 2.64 3.07 3.46 3.28 2.85 3.26 2.82 2.52 3.07 3.41 2.82 3.13

Technical
Migration
Services

3.52 2.83 3.42 2.70 3.05 3.51 3.08 3.22 2.79 3.08 3.37 3.28 2.65 3.28 3.24 2.47 3.19 3.43 2.71 3.13

As of 23 May 2022

Use Cases
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